
Counting To Twenty Percent

 	
 Oh, my yes.  
You’d certainly think, with all of the carefully selected publicity; with all of the emotion 

raised by heartrending, choice-promoting, parent-triggering movies; with all of the rush, in some 
districts, to create not just one or two special new choice schools, but a suddenly deregulated 
plethora of newfangled institutions; oh, surely you’d think that the system which was allowing 
such an unprecedented academic diversity?  

Was not only working, but working extremely well.  
It wasn’t.  

	
 But.  
	
 As Big Money years committed to a lucrative educational transformation progressed, 
through the fanatic manufacture of choice school after choice school (choice schools which, 
then, ever so carefully solicited, accepted and, after obtaining a public funding, ultimately 
retained and educated only high performing attendance-and-behavior-reliable students) – well, 
through this publicly touted proliferation of “good” choice schools?
	
 Dominant-culture, dominant-culture-similar, curriculum-assimilated and socio-
economically-stable students could, so very judiciously, be skimmed right off the top.  And 
moved, along with their more politically active (and thus more politically cumbersome) parents, 
away from those old-school-traditional and fully integrated, full-services, all-student-inclusive 
buildings. 

Students left behind in this national call for the unfettered creation of a privileged-
consumer “choice;” students who for one reason or another were not a good fit for cautiously 
selective out-of-neighborhood, score-protective, curriculum-controlled, police-ticketing charters 
and small, impressively named limited-seat/limited-services schools – found less and less public 
protection.  Left behind to fend for themselves inside each year’s attenuating number of ever 
more maligned and ever more deficit-labeled traditional buildings, unwanted students (those 
most likely to negatively affect choice school scores) faced an increasing experimentation.  And, 
as, one after another, the incessantly implemented but “non-negotiable” experiments failed?  

Each year less academically able...
Each year less socially empowered...
Each year more notably isolated...
This annually denigrated collection of undesirable students – those students who, under 

the instigation of NCLB, had for more than a decade, now, been relentlessly and aggressively 
test-score-identified as being not only non-standardized but statistically unwanted failures: 

Faced a yet more unbending marginalization.  
Rejected, discarded, and made through test-score divisions ever more politically 

irrelevant, these most objectionable, lowest-scoring students struggled to survive inside their 
progressively darkening shadows.  Shadows where, in truly modern days anticipating the 
massive disbursement of a quota-based financing?
            An increasingly privatized build-the-bed penal system:

Opened its arms – and waited.  
As the low-income accountability money continued to flow; as über-wealthy outsiders 

continued to step in, anxious to add both their fortunes and their say to the educational fray – this 
increasingly marginalized supply of lowest level choice-school-discarded students; the oh, now, 
if anyone is paying attention; if anyone has the guts to step up and actually see the ultimate, 



frightening irony of truth: That about twenty percent.  That exactly original percent of lowest-
income, lowest-achieving students which an initial NCLB had so “compassionately” set out to 
aid.  That about twenty percent who, in days bent to a no-excuses educational reform?

Now huddled each year more helplessly inside the fewer and fewer traditional, fewer and 
fewer local, fewer and fewer community-and-culture-protective, all-student-inclusive 
neighborhood schools.*†º 

Students who, with each act of a segregating, isolating invasion? 
Became easier and easier to identify.  
Easier and easier to label.
Easier and easier to blame.  
And, in lieu of an honest recognition, support and aid?
Easier and easier to stigmatize, criminalize – and incarcerate. 

*After thirteen years given over to a callously implemented testing, labeling and segregating, it has now become 
acceptable for those districts originally tasked with reaching out to improve the lives of their lowest-scoring 20% to 
conversely laud the fact that their more logical modern-day goal is to provide better schools for their higher-
achieving 80%.

†Lately an increasing number of civil rights activists have begun to point out: In more than a few states the public 
school system of 2015 is more overtly segregated than the one which existed in the 1970s.

ºAdopting yet another avenue to a test-score-based segregation, in one largely dominant-culture suburban district 
forced to accommodate an increasing number of the non-White/non-English-speaking students pushed, through 
measures of a test-score regentrification, out of the inner city – concerned local parents have begun to suggest that, 
“just like those inner-city districts,” their own district should generate more choice school options: options which 
might be specifically created for “those students.”


